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Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Originally sold in Kansas in where it
resided until coming here to Naples in late We used it as a showroom piece showing the
connection between Nissan and Infiniti, but now it's time for it to find a lifelong caretaker. The
ZX has remained inside our airconditioned showroom since then. Please contact us for any
additional photos, videos or information on this unique ZX. Stop by at Naples Blvd, Naples,
Florida Description: Used Nissan ZX. It looks like the only vehicles matching your search at this
time are over miles away. Consider expanding your search or save this search to get notified
when matching inventory is available. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Trim Base 1 GS 1. Mileage 10K 45K.
Engine Details Transmission Manual 2. Drivetrain Rear Wheel Drive 2. Features Alarm 1. Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No
accidents. Showing 1 - 2 out of 2 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. You get a lot of bang fo the
buck. Let me tell you, this car is as much fun to drive as it is just to wash,wax and park it there
and stare at it. I love it more than anything including my jealous girl friend. Sign Up. The Nissan
ZX is a sports car in the Nissan Z-car family that was produced across two similar but unique
generations. As with all other versions of the Z, the ZX was sold within the Japanese domestic
market under the name Fairlady Z. It was sold in Japan from to and in the United States from to ,
the ZX name followed the numerical convention initiated with the original Z car, the Nissan S30 ,
which was marketed in the U. The addition of the "X" to the car's name was a carryover from its
predecessor, the ZX , to signify the presence of more luxury and comfort oriented features. The
first generation ZX known as the Z31 model was produced from through and was a sales
success becoming the highest volume Z-car for Nissan. To become even more competitive in
the sports car market, the second generation Z32 was driven up-market. It was redesigned to be
faster and feature more advanced technology, but came with a higher price than its
predecessor, with consecutive price increases each model year of availability. As such, sales
dwindled each year, a trend in the higher end sports car market at the time, and Nissan placed a
hiatus on selling new Nissan Z-Cars to the US after the model year, though the car would
continue to be sold in the Japan domestic market until in low production numbers. Car and
Driver placed the Z32 on its Ten Best list for seven consecutive years, each model year of its
availability in the United States. Motor Trend awarded it as the Import Car of the Year. Designed
by Kazumasu Takagi and his team of developers, the Z31 improved aerodynamics and
increased power when compared to its predecessor, the ZX. The newer Z-car had a drag
coefficient of 0. According to Nissan , the new V6 engine was intended to uphold the sporty,
six-cylinder spirit of the original Fairlady Z , but in a more compact and efficient package. The
ZR was the last Z-car to feature a factory-installed inline six. There were five engine options in
total: A turbocharged dual overhead cam 2. The Z31 had electronic fuel injection EFI , and was
rear wheel drive. The VG30 engine was either a type A or type B sub-designation from to March ,
while models from April to had a W sub-designation. The W-series engines featured redesigned
water jackets for additional cooling, and fully floating piston wrist pins. Finally, these engines
were equipped with self-adjusting hydraulic valve lifters. The transmissions were a 5-speed
manual or an optional 4-speed automatic all Z31 automatics were the E4N71B equipped with
torque-converter lockup including turbo models. All Z31s were equipped with a Nissan R rear
differential, [ citation needed ] April and later turbo models received an R clutch limited-slip
differential except Shiro Specials which had a Viscous-type limited slip. Select ZX models as
well as some other Nissan models of the time period could also be equipped with a digital
gauge cluster that also utilized a "Voice Warning System". The Voice Warning System used the
vehicle's radio and driver's door speaker to mute the radio and provide a vocal warning
whenever the left or right door was ajar, the exterior lights were left on after the vehicle was
turned off, parking brake was left on while trying to operate the car, or the fuel level was low.
Other technological features in the ZX included a "Body Sonic" audio system that utilized a
separate amplifier and speakers in the vehicle's front seats that allowed bass from music to be
felt by the vehicle's occupants, and a fully digital climate control system. The Z31 chassis was
based on the ZX. Turbocharged models, except for the Shiro Special edition, had 3-way
electronically adjustable shock absorbers. The Z31 was available in either left or right hand
drive. The Z31 body was slightly restyled in with the addition of side skirts, flared fenders, and
sixteen inch wheels turbo models only. Many black plastic trim pieces were also painted to
match the body color, and the hood scoop was removed. The car was given a final makeover in
that included more aerodynamic bumpers, fog lamps within the front air dam, and bulb-based
headlamps that replaced the outdated sealed beam headlights. The ZX-titled reflector in the rear
was updated to a narrow set of tail lights running the entire width of the car and an LED third
brake light on top of the rear hatch. This was the first car in history to have the central brake

light with LED, in model year, made by Stanley Electric. The Z31 continued selling until , more
than any other Z-Car at the time. Cars produced from to are referred to as "Zenki" models, while
cars produced from to are known as "Kouki" models. The models are a special due to sharing
some major features from both. They are sometimes referred to as "Chuki" models, but are
usually grouped with the Zenki models because of the head and tail lights. North America was
the main market for the ZX, as for previous generations of the Z-car. It was introduced to the
United States in October , along with the remainder of Nissan's model year lineup. The SF
model was only available in Canada. The to turbo models featured a Garrett T3 turbocharger
with a 7. For the model year, the base two-seater model was made available without the T-bars,
creating a lower cost entry-level version. Two Special Edition versions of the Z31 generation
model were produced by Nissan; a 50th Anniversary Edition celebrated the company's
semi-centennial in and offered additional luxury features, and a "Shiro Special", released four
years later, with performance-oriented upgrades. The only option available to the 50th
Anniversary Edition was the choice between an automatic or a 5-speed manual transmission. In
, the turbocharged Shiro Special debuted with pearl white paint, stiffer springs and matched
shocks, heavy-duty anti-sway bars, a unique front air dam, paint matched wheels, Recaro seats
with matching door panels, painted bumperettes, white painted door handles and a viscous
limited-slip differential. No options were available for the Shiro. As originally introduced, all
Japanese market Fairlady Z's were slicktops, but the T-top option was made available in
February The 2-liter models later gained the Z, ZG, or ZS monikers to help differentiate from the
larger, three-liter models. The ZR model was introduced in October and was the first production
car in the world to use a ceramic turbocharger. This was made much smaller with the October
facelift, which generally made for a smoother appearance overall. The ZR was positioned as a
sportier alternative, with tighter suspension settings, while the turbocharged ZX was now only
offered with an automatic transmission, and the ZR was a budget alternative as it fit into a lower
tax and insurance category thanks to its smaller engine. The two-seater model was not available
in mainland Europe but was available in the United Kingdom. All European turbocharged
models received a different front lower spoiler as well, with models being unique and
production having the same spoiler as the USDM Shiro Special model. Swedish- and
Swiss-market models as well as those sold in Australia received exhaust gas recirculation
control systems to meet those countries particular emissions regulations. The cars sold in and
'85 were all naturally aspirated with no catalytic converter, while the turbocharged version was
the only model available from to There was only one trim level in Australia, with the digital
dashboard and climate control being an optional upgrade package, and leather seats only
available in the redesigned series 3 "Californian" models. The Australian factory service manual
provides camshaft measurements which do not match any of the known USDM or EDM
camshaft profiles, the FSM states the exhaust valve has an open duration of degrees, but the
specified opening and closing angles add up to degrees. The exterior badge was fixed to the
cars by dealerships, so the position of the badge is not the same on all models. There was no
Shiro Special in Australia, and no models featured the adjustable shock absorbers. The Z32 was
a new design, approved in final form by Nissan management on October 1, and designed by
Isao Sono and Toshio Yamashita. It had a marginally increased drag coefficient of. Nissan
utilized the Cray-2 supercomputer to design the new Z32 with a form of CAD software [22]
making it one of the first production cars to utilize this tool. Most Z32s now featured T-tops as
standard. In , a 2-seat convertible version produced by ASC [23] was introduced for the first
time, in response to aftermarket conversions. Officially, a total of eight cars were produced and
were numbered But there were others custom-made. The exact number is not known. The SR
claimed the title of the third fastest production car in the world in for a fraction of the price of a
Lamborghini Diablo and Ferrari F40 according to the designer Randy Ball. The performance
upgrades were covered by the factory warranty. Each vehicle was numbered in the engine bay
and interior. American Z-car sales reached one million sales during the model year, making it at
that time the best selling sports car. A Commemorative Edition for the final units shipped to
America included decals and certificates of authenticity. In Japan , the ZX continued until
August It could be ordered with various options separately. Options were available separately
by order only, and include:. The aforementioned facelift of late featured a new front fascia, tail
lights, optional Xenon HID headlights, optional rear spoiler, optional BBS mesh wheels, orange
rear corner lights and an instrument cluster with white dials as well as other minor changes.
The Z32 chassis underwent some changes during its production run between and Japan and to
US. The Z32's extended model year sales in reached 39, units. The second commercial was
directed by Ridley Scott and only aired once. Executives at Nissan pulled the commercial after
the initial airing when they became concerned the commercial would promote street racing
since the commercial features the ZX being faster than a sport bike, a formula one car and a

fighter jet. Joe -like action figure coming to life, getting behind the wheel of a red ZX
radio-controlled car and picking up a Barbie -like doll for a date, stealing her away from her
husband, who resembles Ken. They then drive around the feet of Mr K, a caricature of former
Nissan executive Yutaka Katayama , who smiles as he watches them go by. Joe, Barbie and Ken
amounted to "trademark and copyright infringement" and caused "irreparable injury to Mattel's
name, business reputation and goodwill. The ZX was campaigned during and in showroom
stock racing. Additional factory endorsement, combined with a new chassis, transmission and
more reliable Goodyear tires contributed to the team's success. The biggest triumph for the Z32
racecar was the victory in the 24 Hours of Daytona. In an attempt to level the playing field in the
GTS-1 class by reducing the allowable horsepower, the IMSA declared the twin turbo VG engine
ineligible for the season. In , JUN's first Z32 went In Australia, the to Nissan ZX was assessed in
the Used Car Safety Ratings brochure as providing "average" protection for its occupants in the
event of a crash. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Nissan Motor car model. Motor vehicle.
Main article: Nissan Z-car. For the Kriegsmarine destroyer, see German destroyer Z December
Retrieved Veloce Publishing. Standard Catalog of Imported Cars, Archived from the original on
All Corvettes Are Red. The Japan Times Online. Better Look Fast". Business Insider. RedZ31
Dyno Charts. Cigar Aficionado Online. Archived from the original on February 10, WSPR Racing.
Archived from the original on December 30, Tanaka Industrial. Corvette vs. Motor Trend : 46â€”
April Used Car Safety Ratings : June Archived from the original PDF on September 27, Jackson,
Terry Japanese Super Cars. London: Apple Press. Nissan Z-car timeline, sâ€”present. Nissan
sportscar racers â€”present. R R R R GT1. Ligier Nissan DPi. Nissan Motor Company. Alfa
Romeo Nissan Autoveicoli S. HR UD. Hidden categories: CS1 Japanese-language sources ja
Articles with short description Short description matches Wikidata Short description is different
from Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from
October Articles with unsourced statements from May Articles with unsourced statements from
April Articles with unsourced statements from April Commons category link is on Wikidata.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Japan:
Hiratsuka, Kanagawa Nissan Shatai. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive. Kazumasu Takagi [4]
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Nissan ZX. Straight-3 HR UD. Versa hatchback. Versa
sedan. Sport compact. Pulsar NX. Altima Coupe. GT-R R Vehicle sold only in Canada. Images
are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. Datsun made its
reputation with its Z cars, launched in with the 2. The company followed the Z with a string of
successes, including the Z and Z. The product line became decidedly more middle-aged at the
end of with the arrival of the GT- and comfort-oriented ZX, so Nissan brought the Z car back to a
more sporting model with the U. Known internally as the Z31, the initial Nissan ZX would run
until And while the Z31 was an evolutionary extension of the original Z line, the new Z32
iteration of the ZX, introduced in , was more of a new beginning. The ZX was one of the first cars
designed with computer software and featured a host of innovations, including optional
four-wheel steering in the turbo versions. The 3. This new configuration produced hp in
normally aspirated form. Most noteworthy was the Turbo model, which was upgraded with twin
turbochargers and intercoolers. The ZX Turbo now wrung hp out of the 3. Independent
suspension on all four wheels ensured handling was superb as well. On the outside, the ZX was
strikingly new. Sleek, slinky, and less angular, the car was an attractive and cohesive modern
design. With looks to match the drive, critics instantly fell in love with the car and lauded it
throughout its seven-year U. It would be another seven years before the Z name was revived in
America in the Z. This can mostly be attributed to the car's relatively young age. For collectors,
this is good news as prices remain low, and the fun-per-dollar quotient is just about as good as
it gets. Like any older car purchase, it pays to perform a thorough inspection and to find an
example with lots of documented history. For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown
do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your
policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the value displayed
here is different. If you would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at
Get a Quote. Model Overview Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific
vehicle selected. History of the Nissan ZX Datsun made its reputation with its Z cars, launched
in with the 2. Is the Datsun Z the best Z-car ever? Depends on whom you ask. Baby boomers
will argue for the original Z of A two-seat convertible arrived in All were powered by a naturally
aspirated 3. Rated at horsepower and mated to a standard five-speed manual, it could get the
pound two-seater to 60 mph in 6. A four-speed automatic was also available. The ZX Twin
Turbo, pictured here, debuted later in the model year, identified by its rear spoiler and subtle
slots in the front air dam. It also squeezed a couple of small intercoolers into the front fenders,
just ahead of the
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wheel wells. Output jumped to hp at rpm. Even better, turbo lag was null. The dash to 60 mph
fell to 5. You could spec the Twin Turbo with an automatic, but it was detuned to hp, slowing the
run to 5. In , Turbo models received the ECU update. They got a taller, pedestal-style rear
spoiler, and the Super HICAS system went from hydraulic to electrical actuation. Nissan
redesigned the seatbelts on all models, moving the attachment points from the doors to the
pillars. Emission regulations meant that variable cam timing was axed in and OBD II electronics
were added. Unsurprisingly, the turbocharged cars demand the most money, and automatic
convertibles are the least expensive. Engine V-6, cc Power hp rpm Torque lb-ft rpm Weight lb
0â€”60 mph 6. Share Leave comment. Cameron Neveu. A Story About. Your weekly dose of car
news from Hagerty in your inbox. See more newsletters Thanks for signing up. Sign up. More on
this topic. Read next Up next: Is this bucking Bronco a future Warthog variant?

